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“Travel, in the younger sort,
is part of education; in the
elder, a part of experience.”
FRANCIS BACON

Traditionally, at this time of year we start to look
forward, map out the calendar and arrange plans.
But I always make a little time to reflect. Often,
holidays spring to mind as the highlights of the
year, little pockets of colour or warmth in my memory.
This year I took the family on safari to the depths of
Tanzania. It was far off the beaten track, a big adventure
- an education even. We were forced to digitally detox,
and instead we connected as a family. Truly fantastic.
If I have learnt anything in my years of running Bailey
Robinson, it’s that the way in which we travel is personal
to each of us. For me, family adventure is key, but for you,
it may well be different. Bailey Robinson have the tools
and the experience to bring your ideas and inspiration
to life for a memorable, perhaps life-changing holiday.
So I urge you to look back, and remember those precious
holiday moments. Then flick through the pages of our
magazine to start forward-planning. Be inspired. Be dazzled.
Be filled with wonder and curiosity. A new year lies ahead;
read all about your exciting possibilities for 2019.
One enticing option is Namibia; it’s on my wish list for next year.
What’s on your wish list? Give me a call and let’s discuss.

Rory Pilkington
MANAGING DIRECTOR
a: Bailey Robinson, The Courtyard,
Hungerford, Berkshire RG17 0NF
t: +44 (0)1488 689 700
e: travel@baileyrobinson.com
www.baileyrobinson.com

OUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
MEAN WE KNOW PRECISELY HOW
TO MATCH YOU WITH AN EXCEPTIONAL
HOLIDAY. HERE’S HOW…
THE
PERSONAL
TOUCH

THE
EXTRA
MILE

In a world where digital
interactions are commonplace,
we pride ourselves on our
personal approach.

Then there’s the extra-mile
service you get from us.

We’ll call you on the telephone,
or meet you at your home, and
together we can pore over a
map and pin point that place
you’ve always longed to visit.

Want a special chef flown in
for a dinner? No problem.
Need your fridge to contain
a certain peanut butter for a
little person’s breakfast? Done.
Red roses delivered to your
hotel in Patagonia? Tick.

THE
INDEPENDENT
APPROACH

THE
CONTINUAL
SUPPORT

We are a small, independent
company. We like to get
to know you in order to
match you with perfectlysuited travel experiences.

Having the continual support
of Bailey Robinson takes the
stress out. In case things go
awry – a volcano spews ash or
traffic prevents you getting
to the airport – we’ll step in.
Everything is smoothly rearranged to get you there.

Our consultants use their
extensive knowledge of luxury
travel, paired with our people
on the ground to create
that special trip. We’re not
tied to particular hotels or
chains. Simply put: our sole
purpose is to find a holiday
that’s uniquely right for you.

This isn’t an extra. This is part
of our service to you when you
book with us, and one of many
reasons why we have a growing
group of savvy travellers who
turn to us again and again.

Cover image: Mandrill, West Africa.
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All the flights and flight-inclusive holidays in this publication are financially protected by the ATOL
scheme. When you pay you will be supplied with an ATOL Certificate. Please ask for it and check
to ensure that everything you booked (flights, hotels and other services) is listed on it. Please see our
booking conditions for further information or for more information about financial protection and the
ATOL Certificate go to: www.atol.org.uk/ATOLCertificate.
No: 5400
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Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com

ABTOT provides protection for your non flight inclusive packages as set out in our booking conditions
which can be found at www.baileyrobinson.com
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Our travel experts are always on the
lookout for the hottest new properties,
emerging destinations and new
ways of exploring old favourites.
Here are a few suggestions. But, of course,
feel free to ask us about anywhere
that stirs your curiosity, whether it’s a
weekend in Italy, discovering remote
Pacific islands, or anywhere in between.
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Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com
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HOT FOR 2019 - ICELAND

5 STAR LUXU RY
AT T H E BLU E
L AG O O N
With the new addition of The Retreat, the first
five-star hotel to have private access to the Blue
Lagoon, the spotlight is firmly back on Iceland.
A rugged place where Viking history meets volcanic ridges
head on, you’ll find a dizzying array of landscapes. From
Icelandic horse riding on black-sand beaches to discovering
hidden foodie gems, the opportunity for experience is as vast
as the moss-covered lava fields that layer this raw country.

The milky-blue waters of the Blue Lagoon
are an enticing part of any itinerary to Iceland.
But with last year’s opening of minimalist hotel
The Retreat, experiencing the steamy geothermal pools has dramatically improved.
The hotel offers a more private lagoon experience.
The spa, created with a network of steam caves,
mud chambers and lava springs, brings you out
into a secluded corner of the thermal lagoon,
in between moss-topped lava ridges.
Back in your suite, floor-to-ceiling windows give
ample opportunities for gazing at the primeval
landscapes from deep, comfortable sofas. Rouse
yourself for dinner at The Moss – where the
7-course tasting menu comes presented like works
of art. Icelandic lamb sits atop embers of wood,
and langoustine swim in garlic and butter.

The milky-blue waters
of the Blue Lagoon are
an enticing part of any
itinerary to Iceland.
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You don’t have to travel
too far from Reykjavik
to get a taste of Iceland’s
unique countryside.
But pushing further into
the off-road wilderness
with a local guide means
a chance to get up
close to the incredible
natural phenomena of
the country. Admire
geysers that shoot into
the air or marvel at
rushing waterfalls that
carve through boulders.
Try snowmobiling
on volcano glacier
Vatnajökull, the biggest
national park in Europe
and the largest ice cap
away from the two Poles.
You can even snorkel in a
lake between the tectonic
plates that separate two
continents – Europe
on one side, North
America on the other.

In the Thórsmörk valley
your guide can take you
to secret spots where
your reward is a hidden
waterfall where the sun
creates rainbows of
light from the spray.
When hunger calls,
try something original
and take lunch in a
greenhouse at Friðheimar
where tomatoes form
the base of the menu.
Recommended is the
rich tomato soup.
Or sample freshly caught
seafood in a wooden
shack that overlooks the
black-sand beaches of the
Southern Shore, where
the fjord-strewn coastline
has evolved from fishing
communities to creative
art hubs celebrating
wool-weaving, local art
and hip new restaurants.

You can even snorkel in a lake
between the tectonic plates
that separate two continents
– Europe on one side, North
America on the other.
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Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com

It is, of course, possible to visit
Iceland without a guide but our
recent explorations have shown
how much more you can gain from
a trip that gets to the heart of
the country through fascinating
insight of local culture and
history. And to have a guide
who is ready to change the
itinerary at a moment’s notice in
tune with inclement weather or
procure last-minute reservations at
farm-to-table hotspots – can make
the difference between a good
holiday and an unforgettable one.
Our private guides grew
up in Iceland and will tweak
everything about your visit to
tie in with you. Intrigued by
Vikings? They will show you
grass-topped Viking houses or
take you hiking through ridges
to the first Viking parliament.

R EY KJAV IK
Many trips start and end in
Iceland’s burgeoning capital
Reykjavik, where a recent
uprising of independent shops,
cafes and innovative restaurants
mean it’s a hip place to spend
a few days. Michelin-starred
dining has arrived in Reykjavik;
book ahead to experience
Dill, for experimental dishes
such as dried scallop and malt
twig with fennel seeds.

HOT FOR 2019 - ICELAND

P R IVAT E GUID E S
W IT H LO CA L
K N OW- H OW

Those looking for
one-of-a-kind
gifts and mementos
should leave
time to shop.
Icelanders are extremely proud
of their home-grown talent;
stroll the streets and you’ll
find cosy knits and throws,
printed cushion covers and
oxidised silver jewellery.
The striking cathedral
Hallgrímskirkja has an iconic
spire which is visible throughout
the city, and is worth a look
before settling into one of
the many micro-breweriescum-bars for a craft beer.

Want some spontaneous caving?
The kit is already in the jeep and
they will find the mossy entrance
within minutes. Afterwards you’ll
be taken for an artisanal ice cream
at their favourite place where
they can field your questions on
why Iceland grows by an inch
every year, and how to pronounce
volcano names like Eyjafjallajökul.
Stay 6 nights from £ £3,995
per person, B&B including
flights and private guiding.
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HOT FOR 2019 - JORDAN

Jordan is the Middle East, but not as you know it,
and nothing quite prepares you for how remarkable it is.
Be inspired by ancient kingdoms found in steep gorges
and sweeping deserts that change with the wind.
From its cosmopolitan capital, Amman to the ancient, rock-hewn city
of Petra, this country is one surprise after another. It’s a place which
will engage you as sensually as it does visually - the emptiness of the
desert at Wadi Rum, the weightlessness of the Dead Sea and the
inviting crystal-clear waters of the Red Sea all draw you in closer.
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SEAS THE DAY

The spectacular Nabaetean ruins at Petra
are Jordan’s big draw – and rightly so. As you
wander along the narrow, mile-long gorge
known as the Siq, the entrance to Petra,
it’s impossible not to be awe struck as the
morning sun glints off crystals in the rock.

There is sand…and then there is sea. The beauty
of Jordan is that it is a compact country, with its
highlights never more than a few hours apart.
The Red Sea’s clear waters are a haven, alive
with coral reefs offering some of the very
best diving and snorkelling while the buoyant
Dead Sea, which with its high salt content
may prohibit sea life, but benefit our own
with its glorious mineral qualities.

It was originally carved as a tomb for King
Aretas around 100BC and for once the cliché
is justified: it really will take your breath away.
But Petra, the “Pink City”, is much more than
just this one building. There are more than 800
archaeological sites here and over a few days
you can explore the whole area. Notable is the
Monastery, a theatre that seated over 8,000
people and secluded vantage points such as
the High Place of Sacrifice, where shards of
two-thousand-year-old pottery (and in spring
time oleander and aloe plants) line the paths.

JUST DE SERTS
To the south of Petra lies Wadi Rum, where
the legend of Lawrence of Arabia was born, and
is home to the Bedouin who guide you in this area
of captivatingly-desolate desert. Its orange sand
floor is peppered with gigantic rock formations
that look like building bricks petulantly tossed
by the gods. This is where you’ll witness the
inkiest black sky you’ve ever seen, lit only by the
moon and a billion stars – the perfect backdrop
for night time feasts around a glowing fire at a
luxurious desert camp, your base for exploring
the mountains and canyons.

HOT FOR 2019 - JORDAN

ROCK ON

OASIS OF CALM
In a land where nine tenths is semi-arid desert,
it is hard to imagine lush beauty spots where
nature lovers can go to linger but there
are six protected wilderness reserves in
Jordan, all different from one another.
We highly recommend a hike in the Dana
Biosphere Reserve, which reaches from the top
of the Rift Valley to the desert lowlands of Wadi
Araba. Within it are four distinct vegetation zones
and two major bio-geographical zones; the result
is incredible biological diversity with tiny oases,
wooded uplands and stony deserts supporting
more than 700 plant, 215 bird and 38 mammal
species including the extremely rare Syrian wolf.

EMP IRE S FRO M T H E
P ERSIANS AND RO MANS TO
T H E GREEKS AND OT TO MANS H AVE L EFT
T H EIR MARK O N T H E CO U NT RY.
TO DAY JO RDAN IS T RANQ U IL , SAFE ,
FRIENDLY AND H AS A GO U RMET SCENE
T H AT WIL L CO ME AS A REVEL AT IO N.
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Stay 7 nights from £2,570 per
person, B&B including flights,
transfers & private guides.
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With the launch of five new Six Senses
lodges, travellers to Bhutan now have
an unrivalled opportunity to get under
the skin of this fascinating country. The
five lodges are spread out across the
width of Bhutan and offer the chance
to explore different areas while staying
in 5 star luxury every step of the way.
Each lodge has its own distinct identity,
with unique design concepts that fit
seamlessly into their environment.
Expect to be wowed by a ‘palace in
the sky’, a ‘flying farmhouse’ and a
‘birdwatching bridge’.

B HUTAN

This journey across Bhutan, visiting
Six Senses properties in Thimphu,
Punakha, Gangtey*, Bumthang* and
Paro will show a land shrouded in
mystery where the sun rises over skyscraper mountains, forested gorges
and monasteries wrapped in prayer
flags that cling unfeasibly to cliffs.
On your way, Bhutanese people and
orange-robed Buddhist monks will
warmly welcome you and open your
eyes to their ancient way of life.

Start in the capital, Thimphu, a blend
of old and new, and see government
ministers who wear traditional
national dress called gho. Explore
rhododendron-strewn hills outside of
town where you can walk across one of
the country’s oldest cantilever bridges
to Cheri Goemba where the Kingdom’s
first monk community was based.

HOT FOR 2019 - BHUTAN

BHUTAN’S APPEAL
WILL CERTAINLY
INCREASE THIS YEAR…

The largest Six Senses property ‘palace
in the sky’ is located here and looks out
over the Thimphu Valley to a 170ft-high
statue of Buddha. A highlight is to
enjoy an early breakfast at the lodge’s
Apple Shed to watch the sunrise over
Thimphu. Before you leave for Punakha,
receive prayers and blessings from Six
Senses resident monk who will wish
you a safe and enlightening passage
along your journey.

Expect to be wowed by
a ‘palace in the sky’, a
‘flying farmhouse’ and
a ‘birdwatching bridge’.

RIVER
DEEP,
MOUNTAIN
HIGH
The enchanting kingdom of Bhutan, shadowed by the eastern edge
of the Himalayas and bordered by Tibet and India, has always had
mystical allure for travellers seeking to immerse themselves in
a culture vastly different from their own. The spirit of Buddhism
pervades Bhutan, where the guiding philosophy is governed by
an index which measures the population’s happiness. Indeed the
Bhutanese are a very peaceful people, and western visitors to this
land-locked country often seek to emulate their calm spirituality.
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*You can stay at the lodge in Thimphu from February 1, 2019 and in Punakha and Paro from
March 1, 2019. The lodges in Gangtey and Bumthang expected to open for May 2019.
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HOT FOR 2019 - BHUTAN

WHERE
PRAYER
FLAGS
FLUTTER
On a clear sunny day the drive to Punakha will capture
dramatic views of the Himalayan peaks at Dochula
Mountain Pass. You’ll see striking cloud-capped valley
views and Buddhist shrines which flutter with prayer flags.
The lodge at Punakha, known as “the Flying
Farmhouse Among the Rice Fields” overlooks lush,
green vegetable terraces, and its rustic-luxe interiors
nod to agriculture with wicker furnishings.
In summer, warm weather in the Punakha Valley means
you can relax by the outdoor pool or try the traditional
sport of archery. Explore hiking trails in the area to
discover Buddha statues, small local communities,
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WHERE TIGERS NE ST
Tranquil Bumthang, located within an evergreen pine
forest, is the most easterly of the Six Senses lodges. This
area is the cultural heartland of Bhutan. On the drive here,
over the Yotong La Mountains and down into the Chhume
Valley, you’ll see terraced farmland, deep river valleys and
precariously-perched farmhouses.

and Punakha Dzong, which means “the Palace of
Great Happiness” before returning to the lodge for an
evening of meditation, and a footbath at the spa.
From here, you’ll pass along steep-sided ravines to the
Phobjikha Valley, to the picturesque settlement at Gangtey,
and your next lodge. At an elevation of almost 10,000ft
on the western slopes of the Black Mountains, the glacial
valley is a designated conservation area. The property’s
large glass observation deck or ‘bird-watching bridge’ is
a look-out for spotting migrating Black Necked Crane.
You can hike or ride a mountain bike through miniature
forests of dwarf bamboo and across fish-filled brooks.

Saddle up and go horse-riding to one of the most beautifully
decorated monasteries in the Kingdom which is now a
Buddhist learning institute. Have lunch on the banks of
the river before returning to the lodge for a traditional
Bhutanese Hot Stone Bath. Rise up to a new day and enjoy
an al fresco breakfast by the forest, before getting in the
saddle and riding to Bathpalathang Airport for the short
45-minute flight back to Paro Valley. It’s not every day you
ride to the airport on horse back!
The property in the Paro Valley, built next to the ancient
stone ruins of a fortress, is perhaps the most scenic, and the
best base to explore the Tiger’s Nest, the country’s most
well-known and photogenic monastery. Hike the steep climb
to the Tiger’s Nest, following colourful prayer flags that
lead the way through pine forests and waterfalls. At the top,
marvel at this architectural feat as chanting monks pray and
mist swirls around the mountain views.

Bhutan itself is a land that
rewards you at every step,
creating memories that will stay
with you forever.

Stay 14 nights from £12,500 per
person half board including flights
& transfers.
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HOT FOR 2019 - NAMIBIA

Namibia is the place to escape the crowds.
Remote and extraordinary, it’s where desolate beauty,
wildlife and people (although few) exist harmoniously
in an untamed, harsh and striking land.
Home to the plains of Etosha and the towering orange dunes of
Sossusvlei, Namibia is contemplative and enigmatic. Often described
as Africa’s final frontier, the country’s allure lies in its quietness.
From the rugged Skeleton Coast to isolated Kaokoland, landscapes seem
ever unreal and yet it is here that new lodges have been built. The last word
in eco-luxury, they are helping local communities, sustaining the environment
that protects them and have to be experienced to be believed.
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SERRA CAFEMA
Newly refurbished Serra Cafema
revels in its remote location in the
Marienfluss Conservancy in the far
northwest of the country. Life here
is not so much about spotting “The
Big Five” as immersing yourself in the
remote wilderness and gaining a true
insight into the lives of the Himba
people. That certainly doesn’t mean
sacrificing creature comforts, though.

The eight startlingly luxurious suites
are set on raised decks underneath
trees by the Kunene River, where
crocodiles rest by the bank. The
river is the only permanent source
of water in the whole region and
the lush oasis attracts a variety of
wildlife including gemsbok, springbok,
Hartmann’s mountain zebra, cape fox
and endemic desert-plated lizards.

Excursions include boating,
exploring the dunes, quad biking,
bird watching and nature drives in
open-sided Land Rovers, but above
all, fascinating encounters with the
Himba, who continue their seminomadic way of life here along the
border with Angola. All while staying
in one of the most marvellously
secluded spots in Namibia.
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OMAANDA
Brand new Omaanda, a 9,000-hectare
private camp near the capital,
Windhoek, is a top spot if you
want to combine wilderness, wildlife
and pampering. This is the place
to stay for some pre-or post-safari
spoils, yet is totally unpretentious
despite its high design.
There are ten traditional-style round
huts, inspired by the architecture of
the local Owambo people; some with

Never has the Skeleton Coast seen
anything on the scale of the new
Shipwreck Lodge. It’s the only property
within the actual Skeleton Coast Park
and has rooms that seamlessly blend
into their environment.
There are ten shipwreck style rooms,
each with a an appropriate ‘deck’ from
which to enjoy the expansive views of
a pristine swathe of wilderness or sit
out and star gaze. Solar-powered, they
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have wood-burning stoves to stave off
any Atlantic coast morning chill, and
comfort and luxuries make a stay here
so special. Two are interconnected for
families or a group of friends.
From here visit seal colonies and
pass eerie, abandoned diamond
mines or go on 4x4 drives to explore
the dune landscape and geological
formations. Here you might encounter
brown hyenas, as well as lions and

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com

one bedroom and some with two,
so ideal for families. Relax and enjoy
distant mountain panoramas, head
to the spa for a massage or indulge
at the cocktail bar located beside
a rare heated swimming pool with
views out over the African plains.

and cheetah or seek out playful
meerkats, a great way to spend the
morning. There is also an opportunity
to accompany vets for a private tour of
the Shiloh Wildlife Sanctuary (founded
in part by Angelina Jolie), and see the
work done by anti-poaching units.

HOT FOR 2019 - NAMIBIA

SHIPWRECK LODGE

Choose between rest and adventure,
using your time to be still or go wildlife
spotting with your guide. Here you
can specifically track for elephant

elephants that have adapted to
life in the desert. Of course, a stay
wouldn’t be complete without visiting
actual shipwrecks and Karimona and
Suiderkus wrecks are close by.

Stay 6 nights including all 3
lodges from £8,165 per person,
all inclusive including flights
& transfers.
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What do you know of Colombia?
Due to its troubled history, disclosed in
sensationalist TV dramas, we perhaps
associate this South American country
with guerrillas and drug cartels. But what
perhaps many people don’t realise is that
Colombia’s complicated past, is exactly
that – in the past, and the country has
emerged as one the hottest destinations
to visit in South America right now.
What makes Colombia so unique is that it is
the only country in this vast continent to have
both Caribbean and Pacific coastlines, giving
it an interesting fusion of cultures. In colonial
Cartagena, feel the warmth of Caribbean
humidity and tropical beaches, then hop to
its opposite shore for whale-watching in the
white-crested Pacific waters. Next traverse
cloud forest in the Andes, see coffee plantations
on your way to the Lost City, and explore
dense Amazonian jungle. Another huge draw
are the Colombian people. A resilient crowd,
Colombians are thrilled that their country is
finally on the map for the right reasons; and
love showing visitors its buzzing cultural cities.
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In case you needed any more
persuading, let us map out
the country’s highlights.
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In recent years, Bogota and Medellin have broken free of
their infamy to become cultural hubs. Bogota has seen an
explosion of art galleries, micro-breweries and an exciting
culinary scene. Here’s the place to try the fluffiest arepas,
and variations on the capital’s most wholesome soup: ajiaco,
chicken and potato with avocado. The cobbled lanes of La
Candelaria open out on to airy plazas; visit the Gold Museum
to see exhibits from all the country’s pre-Hispanic cultures.

HOT FOR 2019 - COLOMBIA

HIP DON’ T LIE

To the northwest, hip Medellín has a pleasant permanentlyspring like climate. Ride the cable car above the rooftops
for a birds’ eye view, visit the modern art museum and feast
at a world-beating farm-to-fork restaurant, La Chagra.

In this all-new Colombia, you’ll find
fresh sights and smells at every turn.

BEAUTIFUL , NATURALLY
Colombia’s natural beauty should be celebrated.
Astonishingly, the country has the highest quotient of
birds in the world, perhaps a reflection of the incredible
diversity that spans from the Andes to the Amazon.
In the north of the country, the five-day trek to
the ancient and mysterious “Lost City”, home
hundreds of years ago to the long-vanished Tayrona
people, reveals moss-covered stairs, stone temples
and terraces emerging from dense jungle.

CAPTIVATING CARIBBEAN
Cartagena, often known as the gateway to South America,
was founded in 1533 by Pedro de Heredia. The thick walls
of the old town, originally intended to keep out the likes of
Sir Francis Drake, are lapped by the turquoise Caribbean
Sea. Inside you’ll find colonial churches and cobbled alleys.

Here, time slows. Stop for
photos under a bougainvilleadraped balcony and drink
strong Colombian coffee
in a charming café.
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In the evening stroll the city ramparts as the
sun sets, the old town aglow before retreating
to the comfort of your boutique hotel.
Head to off-grid paradise on the Colombian island of
Providencia, which is geographically closer to Nicaragua
but culturally tied to Jamaica, from where many residents
hailed. You’ll hear heavily-lilting English, alongside Spanish.
Stay at some blissfully-relaxed but simple cottages to
snorkel among coral reefs and cays, escape to isolated
coves and bask in the undisturbed pace of life.

Corocora Camp should also be on any nature lovers
wish-list. It’s a private lodge in the cloud forest of the
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, from where you can
spot amazing bird and wildlife on guided walks, salute
the morning sun with an outdoor yoga session, or, from
November to March, participate in coffee harvesting.
The Sierra Nevada del Cocuy, one of the most
impressive mountain ranges in Latin America, is a set
of highlands within the Andes. Here, 15 peaks soar
above 16,000ft. Hike this sparse and dramatic landscape
and encounter mirror-like lakes that perfectly reflect
the jagged pinnacles. The small town of El Cocuy,
with its white and green buildings and poncho-clad
inhabitants, makes a charming base for a few days.

Stay 12 nights from £5,985 per
person, including Bogota, the
Orinoco, Cartagena and Tayrona
National Park. Including flights &
transfers, 9 nights B&B, 3 nights
full board.
27
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SUN, SEA AND SIGH…
Where else do we allow ourselves to completely succumb
to our environment? There’s something about a beautiful
beach that makes us want to recline and relax, perhaps
let sand trickle through our fingertips, or drift off to
the lull of gentle waves breaking over white sand.

SHORE
THING

Add to this top-notch service, so a cocktail can be in-hand
within minutes, and a kids’ club that children don’t want to
leave, and you’ve got yourself the perfect beach break.
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We’ve rounded up the best of the newcomers for 2019
where you can indulge your beach fantasies.

FAMILY
FROLICS

JOALI
MALDIVES

Children and the Maldives? A mix not
necessarily known to work, as we tend
to consider the bendy coconut trees
and sun-kissed beaches of the Maldives
as couples and honeymooner territory.

storytelling sessions on the beach,
a kids’ spa for some mini pampering
and even the chance to unleash their
inner Jamie or Nigella in the kitchen
during a Junior Chef session.

But with the opening of Joali, there’s an
opportunity for a tropical holiday that
works with the kids. Joali has opened
its arms to warmly welcome families
with plenty of kid-friendly activities to
keep big and little ones busy, leaving
you time to enjoy the romantic scenery.

Joali is just a short 45-minute flight
from Malé’s international airport,
and once you’ve arrived your family
will find a paradise surrounded by
quiet lagoons and pristine, palmfringed beaches, with a level of
attention to detail from staff that
really makes this property stand out.

Young children will love treasure
hunts around the island, where they
can get their imaginations going
with maps and clues leading to
hidden bounty. There is also native

Unleash their inner
Jamie or Nigella in
the kitchen during a
Junior Chef session.

Stay 7 nights from £16,250 per family of 4
in a Luxury Beach Villa with Pool, half board
including flights & seaplane transfers.
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A family holiday is tricky to get
spot-on. Some of us are bursting to
be entertained with activities; others
enjoy down time. Fabulous, new
all-inclusive Ikos Aria, which opens
on the island of Kos this spring, is the
perfect place to get the balance right.
Ikos Aria resort is situated on gorgeous
Keflos beach, with a long curve of
golden sand lapped by the calm waters
of the Aegean that begs to be enjoyed.
Succumb to a sun lounger and be
served ice-cold rosé and Greek meze,
happily included in your stay, while you
go about the taxing task of trying to

SUN-KISSED
CORFU

IKOS ARIA
GREECE

DOMES MIRAMARE
GREECE

remember what day it is. There’s even
beach childcare. Those who prefer pool
time can choose from five swimming
pools, both outdoor and indoor.

You also have the option to dine out at
select local restaurants on the island
at no extra charge, to experience
some of Kos’ warm hospitality.

When Poseidon fell in love and wanted to woo
his amour, Kerkyra, he brought her to a hitherto
unknown island, and offered up her name to the
spot we now know as Corfu (or Kerkyra in Greek).

To crank things up a notch, there
are activities ranging from yoga
and water polo to mountain biking,
basketball and volleyball. Also
available is a tennis academy, football
academy, scuba diving and sailing.

We recommend upgrading to the
Deluxe Collection for superior
accommodation and a wider range
of privileges and services. These
include an exclusive pool and beach
area, complimentary spa treatments
and a host of other treats to make
your trip even more special.

For some adults-only indulgence, we recommend
you pamper your inner Greek God or Goddess at
this charming resort on the eastern side of Corfu,
just a three-hour flight from the UK. It’s great for
a long weekend when you need a blast of sun, for
a blissful week away or a fortnight’s total flop.

Spend your evenings dining on meals
designed by Michelin-starred chefs,
with a choice of eight restaurants
ranging from contemporary
Greek to Asian classics.

Stay 7 nights from £5,175 per family of 4 in
a Deluxe Junior Suite with private garden
all-inclusive including flights & transfers.

Lie back under a sun shade and be served ice-cold rosé and
Greek meze, happily included in your stay, while you go about
the taxing task of trying to remember what day it is.

HOT FOR 2019 - SHORE THING

GREECE IS
THE WORD

The resort has had a long and illustrious history.
Back in the day Jackie Onassis topped up
her tan here, while husband Aristotle fished
from the beach. European royalty enjoyed its
charms too and French President Mitterand
considered it a haven of tranquillity. The resort
closed for refurbishment before emerging out
of its chrysalis, totally renovated, last summer.
Situated along a long, narrow stretch of beach it
also has a pool and spa, while some suites come
with their own Jacuzzi and pool for an added touch
of privacy. Away from the property, the concierge
team can create exclusive local experiences such
as soap making, an island Jeep safari or visits to a
renowned Corfiot ceramicist or olive oil producer.
If you really want to experience the finest
the resort has to offer we suggest elevating
your time here to Haute Living, with
upgraded accommodation and services.
Stay 7 nights from £1,585 per person in a Pavilion
Retreat Sea View, B&B including flights & transfers.

Back in the day Jackie
Onassis topped up her tan
here, while husband Aristotle
fished from the beach.
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There are a handful of top resorts that
have opened recently in Cambodia,
but one that has certainly caught our
eye is this luxurious new Six Senses
property, on a private tropical island
in the south east of the country.
As if this wasn’t reason enough to visit,
Cambodia offers some sensational
experiences as part of your visit to
this fascinating country. Watch the
sun rise over the mysterious temples
of Angkor Wat, or spot the rare
Irrawaddy dolphin on a river cruise
up the jungle-edged Mekong Delta.
Then, take in sheer luxury and tropical
bliss at Six Senses Krabey Island.

PARADISE
FOUND

SIX SENSES
KRABEY ISLAND
CAMBODIA

There are only 40 suites here, which
provide a welcome sense of intimacy.
All have their own pool. Choose
the Beach Retreat if you really want
privacy; set on the western side of the
island, it consists of two free-standing
villas and sleeps up to four guests.
What really stands out at Krabey, as
we’ve come to expect from Six Senses,
is the spa. You can meditate in the
herbal steam tent or explore a range of
Cambodian healing treatments before
joining an aerial yoga class or sleep
programme. Once you’ve dropped the
little ones off at the kids’ club, relax on
the beach or explore the palm-fringed

island by kayak and dine at one of
several top restaurants to discover the
sensual flavours of Khmer cooking.
Stay 7 nights from £3,700 per person, B&B,
including flights & transfers.

You can meditate in
the herbal steam tent
or explore a range of
Cambodian healing
treatments before joining
an aerial yoga class or
sleep programme.

SILVERSANDS
GRENADA

Grenada is undoubtably a beautiful Caribbean island, its
interior undulates with lush green hills; and swaying palm
trees dot beaches with the silkiest sand. But until recently,
there’s never been a truly stylish and exceptional place to stay.
Last year that changed with the exciting opening of
Silversands, the island’s first design hotel, which is
already catching the eye of style-savvy travellers. It’s
set on the sweeping two-mile-long expanse of Grand
Anse beach with the turquoise waters of the Caribbean
Sea on one side and forested hills on the other.
Designed by Paris-based architects, whose other projects
include an Aman hotel in Morocco, this all-suite and villa
property is setting a new standard of style in the West Indies.
The aesthetic here is cool, pared-down luxury so think pale
marble and blonde wood. Patterns, where they exist, are a
playful mix of light and shade dancing on neutral surfaces.

The dazzling, palm-lined infinity pool, over 300ft long,
juts out to the powder-sand beach and foodies will love
fine dining at Asiatique restaurant, where Asian flavours
are emboldened with local Grenadian spices. A beach
club has a resident DJ for those spontaneous nights
when the cocktails are flowing, you want to dance
with sand between your toes and the warm evening
breezes make it too irresistible to go inside. The
stars beckon you to linger before eventually you
turn in to dream about another day in paradise.

HOT FOR 2019 - SHORE THING

PRIVATE
ISLAND BLISS

Stay 7 nights from £3,890 per person, B&B,
including flights & transfers.

The aesthetic here is cool,
pared-down luxury so think
pale marble and blonde wood.
Patterns, where they exist, are
a playful mix of light and shade
dancing on neutral surfaces.
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Some of the most fantastic holidays
we embark on are the ones
where we return home enriched
both in body and spirit.
Talk to our travel designers about a journey
you want to experience - solo, as a
couple, with the kids or a group of
friends - and let us make it happen.
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MALAYSIA
ASIA THAT DAZZLES
WITH VIBRANCY.
Malaysia is one of the world’s great
cultural melting pots, with a blend of
Malay, Chinese, Indian and Dutch.
As a destination, Malaysia has it all:
astonishing natural beauty, gorgeous
beaches, fantastic cuisine and
warm, welcoming people. Visitors
can experience the vibrant capital,
Kuala Lumpur and other UNESCO
World Heritage Site cities, then kick
back on palm-fringed beaches on
jungly islands. You’ll find Malaysia is
brimming with diversity at every turn.
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Exploring Malaysia’s cities is a rewarding way
to learn about the many facets that make up
Malaysia. Kuala Lumpur is the gateway to the
country and makes a natural introduction.
Both George Town and Malacca can form
part of an itinerary, and these UNESCO
World Heritage sites are living testimony
to the country’s multicultural past.

KUALA LUMPUR
Kuala Lumpur (known simply as KL) is a place
of contrasts where shimmering 21st-century
skyscrapers tower over colonial shophouses
amid pockets of leafy greenery. For an
overview of this contrasting city, climb the
Petronas Towers, once the tallest buildings
in the world. At ground level, weave through
local markets, traditional neighbourhoods and
steamy street food vendors. Just out of KL is
the famous Hindu temple at the Batu Caves
where monkeys scamper around devotees.

Stay at the Four Seasons, one
of the city’s newest hotels and
well located near the Petronas
Towers; or for Asian-chic
boutique, stay at Villa Samadhi
in the leafy embassy district.

MALACCA
One-time trading capital, Malacca is just two
hours south of KL, making it an easy day trip.
Here there’s a kaleidoscope of architectural
styles, including Portuguese and Dutch colonial,
as well as old Chinese shophouses and temples.
Wander down Harmony Street, aptly named
for its variety of places of worship sat side-byside. Explore the craft stalls and antiques of
vibrant Jonker Walk before grabbing a bite at
local favourite, Hoe Kee Chicken Rice Ball.

JOURNEYS - MALAYSIA

CIT Y HOP INTO
MALAYSIA’S PAST

Stay at the Majestic Malacca, a former
1920s Straits Settlement mansion complete
with its original porcelain-tile flooring
and teakwood fittings, just 10 minutes
on foot from the historic centre.

GEORGE TOWN
Penang’s historical capital, George Town, is
a popular stop on the way to Langkawi and
certainly merits a few nights. Soak up Indian,
Malay and Chinese culture – visible in the eclectic
architectural styles from temples to Mosques
which rub harmoniously together. George
Town is one of the best places to try varied
street food from the hawker’s sizzling stalls. We
recommend seeking out the chilli crab or taste a
southern Indian curry served on a banana leaf.
Lay your head at The Edison, a meticulously
restored Colonial mansion set in the heart of
George Town. The unique boutique residences
of Clans House, date from 1860 and lie inside
Penang’s heritage jewel, the Khoo Kongsi, part
of George Town’s UNESCO World Heritage Site.
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PANGKOR LAUT RESORT

As well as buzzy cities, many are drawn to Malaysia’s coastline,
islands and dreamy beach resorts. The shockingly-white sand
beaches and cerculean-blue waters that circle the tropical
islands create indelible memories for anyone who visits.

Set along the Straits of Malacca, three miles off the
West Coast of Malaysia, the private island resort
of Pangkor Laut Resort seamlessly blends ancient
rainforest with white sand beaches and emerald waters.
This piece of paradise two million years in the making,
is home to long-tailed macaque, oriental pied hornbill,
white-bellied sea eagle and large monitor lizard. Up
on the hillside, elegant villas with al fresco bath tubs
discreetly hide in the jungle. For water-lovers, stilted
villas hover enticingly over the sparkling Andaman Sea.

TANJONG JARA RESORT
Tanjong Jara Resort is located on the pristine and
underdeveloped east coast of the Malay Peninsula.
Facing a crescent-shaped beach of golden sand, shaded
by tall palms rustling in the breeze, this secluded hideaway
is designed to reflect the elegance of 17th-century
Malay palaces. A true sanctuary of traditional luxury,
authentic architecture and a rich natural heritage.

MUST DO
Make an evening even more memorable by
taking a sunset cruise on board a teakwood
oriental junk. Gently circle around the private
island paradise and enjoy free-flowing drinks
in the golden hues of the setting sun.

MUST DO
Be part of the sea turtle conservation program. This is
an opportunity for guests to discover more about the
lives of these vulnerable creatures, with informative
talks and nest inspections. If you’re lucky you may see
baby turtles hatch by night (April to September).

Try therapeutic Tai Chi on the silky sand of the
beach first thing in the morning. Time your
breathing to the sound of the waves on the
shore and tune into the sights and sounds of
paradise, while you exercise body and mind.

Dive and snorkel Tenggol Island, in the Terengganu Marine
Park, which is famous for its untouched coral gardens and
diverse marine life (March to September). Look out for sharks,
rays and the delicate nudibranch in the emerald waters.
Stay 7 nights from £1,200 per person B&B,
including flights & transfers.

FOUR SEASONS
RESORT LANGKAWI
Flanked by a tropical rainforest, limestone cliffs and the
blue-green waters of the Andaman Sea, Four Seasons
Resort Langkawi is a haven for couples and families.
Situated within a UNESCO World Geopark, guests can
explore the wildlife-filled mangrove forests, winding rivers
and ancient sea stacks that create this unique landscape.
MUST DO
Admire spectacular sunsets with a cocktail inhand at Rhu Bar and let chef surprise you with
a selection of authentic Malay cuisine from
centuries old, rural village recipes at Ikan Ikan.
Explore the dramatic waterways and tangled
mangroves of the Langkawi Kilim Karst Geoforest
Park by boat, home to one of the most diverse
tropical ecosystems on the planet. Seek out intriguing
wildlife: eagle, monkey, otter and walking fish!

JOURNEYS - MALAYSIA

COASTAL
BLISS

Stay 7 nights from £1,400 per person B&B,
including flights & transfers.

THE DATAI, LANGKAWI
Designed 25 years ago by visionary architect Kerry
Hill, The Datai has recently completed a huge
refurbishment. The resort is set in a 10-million-year-old
tropical rainforest which gently tumbles down to the
sea – visitors find the encircling nature uplifting for the
soul. Search for dusky langur, Tokay gecko and Sunda
colugo in the rainforest or spend your days lazing
beneath a palm tree on Datai Bay, rated as one of the
top ten beaches in the world by National Geographic.
MUST DO
Let resident naturalists and marine biologists teach
you something new about the pristine environment
on beach walks and after-dark rainforest treks.
Indulge in the spa, situated along a small winding
stream and enclosed by walls of greenery. Herbs
taken from the rainforest form the basis of
treatments such as ‘heart of stone’ massage.
Stay 7 nights from £2,300 per person
B&B, including flights & transfers.

Stay 7 nights from £2,300 per person B&B,
including flights & transfers.
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JOURNEYS - KNOW THE WORLD

KN OW T HE

WO R LD
Use your holiday wisely. It sounds like
an ancient proverb but spending time in
another country can be so much more
than simply soaking up sun and scenery.
When you connect with your environment, either by
immersing yourself in a local culture or learning a new skill,
you’ll notice changes in yourself. Take a leap and you’ll
come home with a conscious appreciation of the world.

Here are three experiences
to set your heart soaring.
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“Immersive travel” is more than
just a catchy phrase. When we’re
on holiday we don’t always want to
passively observe: perhaps we want
to be a part of it, to jump in and to
embed ourselves in the culture of a
destination. We’ve been working with
local, trusted guides who will ensure
you can have the immersive experience
you crave. Our guides help you to get
to know the people who live there, to
share meals, laugh, learn and become
involved with local festivals and events.
Varanasi – the “City of Life” – is the
very centre of Hindu religious life.
Here, Hindu pilgrims come to the
ghats or stone steps that line the River
Ganges to wash away their sins in the
sacred waters and to cremate family
members. It’s a raw, soulful place.
The ghats are crowded with (sadhu)
holy men and devotees, incense
swirls around the candle-strewn
water and a frenzied soundtrack of
drumming and cymbals fill the air.

This is India’s religious heart and a
must-see for visitors. We can’t deny
that the pace can be frenetic and it can
be difficult for an outsider to penetrate.
We can recommend a private guide to
accompany you so you can get under
the skin of this most revered city.

JOURNEYS - KNOW THE WORLD

INDIA
VARANASI

DON’ T JUST WATCH
– JUMP IN!

Kunal, who has guided in Varanasi for
over twenty years, will bring stories
to life, and open the door to underthe-radar experiences not accessible
to other tourists. For example,
he can introduce you to his friend
who runs an ashram where you can
access his private prayer room.
As you meander, meetings are ad-hoc
coming about purely because of
his close relationships. You might
encounter a guru at a local akhara
(wrestling arena), a temple not usually
open to foreigners where an audience
with a priest awaits, silk weavers, and
plenty of colourful street-food vendors.

This is your personal
gateway to India’s
most spiritual city.

Stay 3 nights from £2,000 per
person B&B including flights
& transfers.
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SAFARI SCHOOL, SOUTH AFRICA
SAFARI WITH
A DIFFERENCE
Growing up in today’s world is not
easy. Teens have it tough. With our
combination holiday, your kids can
connect with nature in the wilds
of Africa, learning skills that will
deal with relevant issues such as

conservation while promoting a
lifelong passion for nature. The best
bit? Parents can step back, free
to re-discover the joy of travel.

before heading into the heart of the
world-famous Kruger National Park.
Now the adventure really begins.

Begin your family trip with a direct
flight to Durban on South Africa’s
Indian Ocean coastline, for a few
days at the luxurious Oyster Box

Wave goodbye to your
offspring as they embark
on a journey of discovery.

EcoTraining, based in several safari
camps near the Kruger National Park,
aims to encourage young guests to
be ambassadors for wilderness and
wildlife - it’s holidaying with a purpose.
For a week (or longer) they will be
immersed in wildlife conservation
work, learning the skills of safari
guides and rangers through diverse
activities such as tracking animals, rifle
training and camping under the stars.
This truly must be the definition of
an ‘interactive classroom experience’
and one which promises to stay
with your child forever. Highlights
include helping elephant and rhino
conservation projects with hands-on
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experience microchipping these
majestic beasts, which will safeguard
them for future generations.
While your offspring discover the
intricacies of bush life during their
EcoTraining, you can take a trip that
perfectly suits you. Enjoy seafood
feasts and cocktail hour in trendy
Camps Bay, Cape Town or hop to the
Winelands to explore the Pinotage
vineyards. For something more
adventurous, head to Namibia for
innovative eco-lodges and incredible
experiences – climb Sossusvlei
and watch the largest dunes in the
world turn flame-red with sunrise.

Come back together as
a family; let your teen
wow you with their newfound knowledge and
passion while you bask
in the contentment of
a successful holiday.

7 day EcoTraining course
starts from £2,135 per person,
all inclusive, including flights
& transfers.
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TUSCAN
TASTEMAKERS

Take your wine
appreciation to
the next level
and create your
own vintage.
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Sure, you love wine. You enjoy wine
tasting. You’ve even travelled to
far-flung destinations to visit your
favourite vineyards. But have you ever
thought about creating your own
and become fully immersed in the
process with a hands-on approach to
the minutiae of wine producing?
On this short break at Conti di San
Bonifacio – an intimate country house
hotel restored by an Anglo-Italian
count and countess, situated between
Florence and Rome – local flavours

Contact our team of specialists:
+44 (0)1488 689 700 or visit us online: www.baileyrobinson.com

and traditions will become very
personal indeed. Here you’ll learn
about the entire process - from
the history of Tuscan traditions
to blending your own wine, and
even designing the labels.

A year later you’ll receive 120 bottles
of your very own, very personalised
wine. This unbelievably special
experience is a wonderful gift idea,
a round-number birthday, or a very
romantic wedding anniversary.

Over two days you’ll walk among the
organic vines and learn different aspects
of winemaking, with in-depth tastings
of the vintages produced on the estate.
After being presented with samples from
different barrels you’ll work with the
winemaker to produce a blend you love.

After a hard day at wine school,
evenings at Conti di San Bonifacio are
balmy, dine al fresco at Maremmana
Restaurant, strewn with fairy-lights.

Savour Tuscan cuisine
and local ingredients
such as lamb and
swordfish and admire
the sweeping views of
the estate which yielded
your own vintage.

Stay 3 nights from £1,700 per
person (based on 4 travelling),
B&B and including the 2 day Blend
Your Own Wine Experience, flights,
transfers and 30 bottles of wine
per person delivered to the UK.
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AMERICAN

WONDERS

Start your trip in the bright lights
party capital Las Vegas.
Stay in style at the Four Seasons
Las Vegas and head out for an American
style supper at Chef David Walzog’s
Steakhouse SW at the Wynn Hotel:
you’ll be stuck for choice between
Japanese Wagyu and grass-fed
fillet. Afterwards, lose yourself
in a Cirque de Soleil show or a
nostalgia trip with Celine Dion.
Rise early to travel the cactus-spiked
plains and craggy scenery of the iconic
American highway. Take a slight detour
to marvel at the architectural feat of the
Hoover Dam. Aim to catch the sunset
over the landscapes of mind-expanding
Horseshoe Bend. Feel a tranquil sense
of oneness as the glassy water darkens
and the cliffs turn tangerine red.

Your next stop is desert design hotel
Amangiri, a property that almost seems
to be hewn into cubes, out of the rock it
sits alongside. The hotel takes advantage
of the raw natural environment – watch
the play of light as the sun tints the
Colorado Plateau and shadows become
works of art. Early mornings are perfect
for a peaceful canoe – glide through the
narrow canyons and sheer sandstone
cliffs of Lake Powell. Explore the
mesmerising Antelope Canyon where
you can hike ‘The Wave’ trail and walk
through orange-hued sandstone ridges
that have evolved from the Jurassic age.
Back at Amangiri, relax fireside
in your private outdoor desert
lounge and gaze at one of the most
unpolluted night skies in the world.
Your onward journey means leaving
this desert paradise, in exchange for a
mountain wilderness retreat. Fly into
Jackson Hole and be transferred to
luxury overlooking the jagged peaks of
the Grand Teton range at Amangani.

JOURNEYS - KNOW THE WORLD

WESTERN

Be wowed by what Western America has to offer in this action-packed itinerary.
Show-stopping entertainment in glitzy Vegas contrasts with the smooth allure
of the orange-tinged rock at Antelope Canyon. Embrace industrial art-deco
architecture at the Hoover Dam, then appreciate wide-open spaces on a horse
safari in thousand acre working ranch Paws Up. Wherever you go, you’ll be greeted
by awe-inspiring sights for an unforgettable all-American adventure.
Spend your day wandering through
wildflowers to see the elk, moose and
bears that call this all-natural environment
home. In winter, snow-coated alpine
scenery can be explored by with a dog
sled team or on cross-country ski routes.
Returning to Amangani, sink into a
sunken tub overlooking the dramatic
scenery or be cosseted in the
spa with a massage using stones
from the nearby Snake River.
Next up is the big one at Paws Up,
Montana, via a short flight to Missoula.
Paws Up Resort offers epic adventures
played out in incredible scenery. Wideopen plains stretch for thousands of
acres with trout and salmon-filled rivers
running through it, (quite literally – the
movie was filmed here). More than a
hundred snow-dusted mountain ranges
surround the vast resort, which are
ideal for horse safaris, jeep drives and
hiking in summer through sage-scented
forests. In winter, ski or sled crowdfree where the only sound is the thud
of snow falling from laden fir trees.

Stay 12 nights from £13,300
per person, full board and
B&B, including flights & transfers.
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MONTANA
WELCOME TO BIG
SKY COUNTRY
In one corner of this
extraordinary larger-thanlife land lies Paws Up, a resort
designed to fufill your wildest
wild west adventures. Henrietta
Hine reports back and urges
you to see it for yourself.
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SLE E P IN G

Imagine if those visions of Wild West movies you used
to watch included butlers, chefs and masseurs. And if,
after a day in the saddle or fly fishing on the Blackfoot
River, you enjoyed time in the spa then tucked yourself
up at night under a cosy blanket with a hot chocolate and
marshmallows to lull you to sleep. Well, you don’t have to
imagine. In this corner of Montana, the life of a cowboy and
cowgirl comes with all the pampering you can handle.

To just use the word “tent” would be rather underselling
the upmarket safari-style units here that really are at the
top end of the glamping experience. They’re all supplied
with electricity, of course, and are en suite with plenty
of mod cons, not to mention twice-daily housekeeping
service. The tents are located in different areas throughout
the ranch – River Camp is one of my favourites. There
are cosy log cabins too if you’d prefer one of those.

ST Y LE

FO O D A N D D R IN K

Should we describe it as chicly rustic or rustically
chic? On a ranch spread over 37,000 acres of pristine
Montana countryside, you can luxuriate in your own
personal space while spending quality time with family
or friends. The thing that really stands out at Paws Up
is the personalised service from their dedicated team.
Whatever you want is no problem, and all delivered
with a smile. It’s a luxury wilderness experience that’s
as great for families as a romantic getaway for two.

One thing is for sure at Paws Up – no one is going
hungry! You can really mix things up, enjoying a simple
burger around a crackling camp fire in the evening
or enjoy gourmet food conjured up in the Pomp
restaurant where you might dine on mahi mahi or bison
tenderloin. Trough offers more homely fare such as
chocolate chip pancakes for breakfast and grilled-cheese
sandwiches for lunch. Children will love the open-air
chuck wagon dinners for a real taste of the old west.

T H IN G S TO D O

W H AT STA N DS O UT

Saddle up for a true western trail riding adventure, or try
your luck fishing on the river. Relax in the spa or with some
yoga then go canoeing, hiking, white water rafting, mountain
biking or hot air ballooning and explore an abandoned
ghost town. In the evening make friends round the camp
fire while chef grills steaks at a chuck-wagon cook out.

It’s the huge range of activities you can do here,
mixed with top quality accommodation and really high
standards of service. Paws Up is at the top of its game,
thanks largely to the staff who are friendly, motivated
and genuinely seem to love sharing this ridiculouslypicturesque corner of the American West with guests.

Kids are definitely not forgotten
with their own programme of
daily activities if they’d prefer
to spend time with a real
cowboy than mum and dad.

B E ST FO R
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PAWS UP RANCH,

IN T RO D UC T IO N

Paws Up caters to everyone. In school holidays,
you’ll find plenty of families here as well as multigenerational groups, but it’s perfect for couples too.
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ULTIMATE
Who was it who said
“too much is never enough”?
We salute them. For those times when it
has to be bigger, grander and downright
swankier, we know just the place and
the people to make it happen.
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HI DE AWAYS

Mandarin Oriental, for so long the last
word in luxury in Asia, has now opened
its doors in the West Indies. The island
of Canouan, where tortoises outnumber
people, is a short hop from St Lucia or
Barbados by local airline or private jet.
This is ultra-exclusive luxury at its most
plush. Your personal butler will look
after you from the moment you arrive,
guide you to your suite or villa and
then help you choose your dining and
activity options. Will your first port of
call be by the infinity pool or one of
the five golden beaches? There are
also three tennis courts, a children’s
club, a gorgeous spa, water sports
options and an 18-hole golf course.

ULTIMATE - CARIBBEAN

LUX E CA RI BBE AN

THE NEW
ARRIVAL

MANDARIN
ORIENTAL CANOUAN,
ST VINCENT AND
THE GRENADINES
When it comes to dining, take
breakfast in your room perhaps, and
later enjoy ceviche by the pool. There
are five restaurants and bars, as well
as the choice to eat out elsewhere
on the island - go by bike or golf
buggy. If you want to explore this
stunning archipelago, hiring a private
boat is ideal for a day of playing
pirates with the kids, snorkelling,
and picnicking on a deserted beach
shaded by coconut palms.
Stay 7 nights from £5,125 per person,
B&B, including flights & transfers.

This is ultra-exclusive
luxury at its most plush.
Your personal butler
will look after you from
the moment you arrive,
guide you to your suite
or villa and then help
you choose your dining
and activity options.

There comes a point after the
New Year when the leaden skies
and muddy fields of Britain make
you long for the warmth and
colour of a tropical holiday.
If you want to head to the Caribbean
and only the best will do, we know
the ultra-luxury escapes where you
can treat the whole family to a slice
of paradise. At these three luxury
hideaways we’ve done the hard work for
you and can conclude that the sand is
finer, the water warmer and the smiles
are more genuine. The only bad news?
One day you’ll have to come home.
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Of course, one doesn’t like to
name drop. But over the years the
great and the good (and the rather
naughty) have dabbled their toes in
the translucent waters of this small
private island. However, you don’t
have to be royalty to do the same.
The island of Mustique, part of St
Vincent and the Grenadines, was
bought by Colin Tennant in the late
1950s. He cleared much of the land and
invited affluent friends to come and
stay. In 1960, he gave HRH Princess
Margaret 10 acres as a wedding
present which was certainly good PR.
Subsequently the likes of David Bowie,
Bryan Adams, Tommy Hilfiger and Mick
Jagger purchased villas along with
numerous nobility and industrialists.
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EXCLUSIVE
ISLAND ESCAPE

MUSTIQUE,
ST VINCENT
AND THE
GRENADINES

Mick might have “got no satisfaction”
elsewhere, but on Mustique he
certainly did, enjoying the privacy
that this eclectic bolthole affords.
Follow your lead from the rich and
famous and stay in a private villa. We
can recommend the stylish Greystone
Cottage, a spacious, breezy villa set
on a hilltop, with a wraparound infinity
pool where you can cool off and gaze
at uninterrupted views of the indigo
Caribbean Sea. There’s a full team
of staff here to keep order – chef
can rustle up mahi-mahi ceviche and
jerk chicken – or picnics for a trip to
one of the nine beaches. Your butler
can arrange activities: horse riding,
snorkelling, or a day on a boat visiting
nearby tropical islands. Nightlife is
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low key, but everyone ends up at
Basil’s Bar at some point to enjoy
kingfish and a rum punch or three.
Stay 7 nights from £2,665 per person,
B&B, including flights & transfers.

Mick Jagger might
have “got no
satisfaction” elsewhere,
but on Mustique he
certainly did, enjoying
the privacy that this
eclectic bolthole affords.

Jumby Bay is not for everyone. Not that you won’t adore
it – you will - we mean that this private island is accessible
only by a small boat from the “mainland” of Antigua, so
numbers are kept low and you’ll be in rather exclusive
company once you arrive. It’s really just for the lucky few.
As your boat hops across the turquoise waters on its
6-minute ride, you’ll see the white sand beaches, curve
of coconut trees and perhaps a pelican looking for his
lunch before you tie up at the small dock. Once there
you’ll notice the tranquillity of having no cars so it’s very
peaceful: everyone gets a bike so you can easily work off
that banana daiquiri as you head to the spa for a soothing
footbath followed by a full-body lemongrass oil massage.

JUMBY BAY
ISLAND,
ANTIGUA

ULTIMATE - CARIBBEAN

PRIVATE
VILLA IDYLL

It’s recently become part of the Oetker Collection, some
of whose other hotels include Le Bristol in Paris and The
Lanesborough in London, so standards are high, which is
certainly reflected in the accommodation and food. We love
the outdoor bath you’ll find in Beachside Suites almost as
much as the daily soufflé in the Estate House restaurant.
It’s great for families too, and Jumby Explorers provides
younger guests with a thoughtful range of special
amenities and fun things to do, including taking part
in the Hawksbill turtle conservation efforts.
Stay 7 nights from £4,885 per person, full board,
including flights & transfers.

As your boat hops across the turquoise
waters on its 6-minute ride, you’ll
see the white sand beaches, curve
of coconut trees and perhaps a
pelican looking for his lunch before
you tie up at the small dock.
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ULTIMATE - SEYCHELLES

SEYCHELLES
INTO THE
BLUE
UNKNOWN
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ULTIMATE - SEYCHELLES

This smattering of
special coral atolls
and cays boast miles of
unblemished shorelines,
the world’s most benign
climates and warm
waters that burst
with kaleidoscopic
marine life.

Having escaped the ravages of massmarket tourism that have impacted
some other Indian Ocean islands,
the Seychelles has a government
that’s taken a targeted approach to
hospitality. Sustainability has become a
developmental keystone as the country
understands that its natural beauty is
its greatest asset. It is the first nation on
the planet to incorporate conservation
into its constitution: almost half of its
land is environmentally protected, one
of the highest proportions in the world.
For the first time ever, the atolls of
Astove, Cosmoledo and the Amirantes
have joined together with Alphonse
Island to create an extraordinary voyage
of discovery of previously-unexplored
waters. Blue Safari Seychelles
operate an air, land and ocean
adventure led by a team of expert
rangers made up of marine biologists,
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dive masters, fly-fishing guides,
boat captains and conservationists.
It goes without saying that you’ll
find some of the best snorkelling,
diving and fishing in the world.
As if that’s not enough to blow your
mind, we can arrange a privatelycrewed yacht for you to further
explore the atolls of Poivre or even
head to Four Seasons Desroches
Island where luxurious villas are set
out along the sand and where you’ll
find a Castaway Centre (also staffed
by the team from Blue Safaris), a lavish
array of dining options and a spa that
provides some serious pampering.

Stay 7 nights from £6,350 per
person full board, including
flights & transfers.
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ULTIMATE - SPAIN

SPAIN
THE FLAVOURS OF PRIVACY
Jump from one foodie hotspot
to another by private jet.

How to avoid the tourists to find authentic gastronomic
experiences? We’ve come up with the answer: a luxury
tour by private jet between San Sebastian, Seville and
Mallorca, where a private guide is on standby to take
you to the heart of Spain’s innovative culinary scene.
One of the joys of a trip to Spain is the food. If you close
your eyes you can almost smell the aromas of jamon,
gambas or a refreshing ajo blanco. Of course, there’s the
setting too: a warm evening, tables outside, laughter and
the sound of glasses being refilled. It’s these ingredients
that more than make a meal. They make memories.
And we want your memories to take centre stage in the
best restaurants, bodegas and fine food producers of Spain.
When you’re not eating, drinking or people-watching,
you’ll be spending nights in world-class accommodation,
to relax before more sensational experiences the following
day. We also don’t want your holiday to be tarnished
by those little annoyances…queues, long journeys or
airport hassles. That’s when your private jet really comes
into its own, whisking you in and out without stress.
Your personal guide will accompany you every step
of the way, and through their local knowledge, your
experience will be elevated to something extraordinary.
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Your personal guide will accompany
you every step of the way, and
through their local knowledge,
your experience will be elevated to
something extraordinary.
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Meet your guide in Bilbao and enjoy a private
transfer to San Sebastian, one of the world’s great
culinary cities, in the heart of Basque Country.
You’ll spend two nights at the Hotel Maria Cristina,
the city’s grandest grand dame and ideally located for
forays into the old town and its superb restaurants.
During the trip, all culinary experiences, food, drink
and tasting menus at Michelin-starred restaurants
are included so you can relax rather than trying to
remember the Spanish for “Can I have the bill please?”
The city is known for its pintxos (Basque tapas) bars, which
you can explore as you tour the old town with your expert
guide who’ll steer you past the tourist traps to spots only
locals know. Bar hop to taste different dishes, and pair
them with regional wines including txakoli, a local lightlysparkling favourite. You can find out more about the Basque
region’s cuisine with a private cooking class, after you’ve
visited a local market to stock up for the ingredients.
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Then prepare a delicious meal under the guidance of an
expert chef from the region, and that evening dine in
one of the city’s three Michelin-starred restaurants.
You’ll also visit Getaria, a seaside village about 30 minutes’
drive away where you can learn about the Basque fishing
industry and enjoy fresh seafood cooked over coals.

S EV I L L E
The next stop on your private jet itinerary is Seville to
taste the delicacies of Andalucia. You’ll be based at the
Hotel Alfonso XIII, situated next to the city’s cathedral.
Your guide will make sure you get off the tourist trail with
an evening tapas tour of the Triana district and then lead
you to their favourite haunts to introduce you to regional
specialities and local wines. Two of Andalucía’s most
famous exports are sherry and jamon. At a tasting session
at a local bodega you can sample sherry and learn how
Iberico ham is made and try your hand at carving it.

M A LLO RCA
The final port of call is the island of Mallorca where,
over 2 days, you will stay at the lovely St Regis Mardavall
Hotel, west of the capital Palma. Experiences here
include visiting the heart of the island to learn about
virgin olive oil production at a 400-year-old estate and
enjoying an al-fresco lunch with wine in one of the olive
groves. There’ll also be time to swim off some of the
excesses of the last few days in the warm Mediterranean
as well as sample local farm-to-fork restaurants with
your guide. If only all indulgence tasted this good.

Your guide will make sure you
get off the tourist trail with
an evening tapas tour of the
Triana district and then lead
you to their favourite haunts
to introduce you to regional
specialities and local wines.

ULTIMATE - SPAIN

SA N S E BASTI AN

Stay 4 nights from £6,700 per person, (based
on 8 people travelling together) all inclusive,
including private jet transfer within Spain.
Excluding international flights.
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ULTIMATE - BELIZE

JUNGLES
AND JAGUARS
A country of shimmering jungle where
rare wildlife hides among ancient Mayan
ruins and jewel-like islands sparkle in
the Caribbean Sea. Belize can show you
an untamed nature ripe for exploration,
with luxury eco-lodges to lay your head.
There are increasingly few destinations in the world
where you feel like you’re in uncharted territories.
Where the jungle embraces you with its sights and
smells and cacophony of sounds. Where you can come
eye to eye in the ocean with a turtle, then emerge
to find lunch cooked by a gourmet chef waiting for
you on the beach. Where crowds are absent, and the
cares of modern-day life are non-existent, but topclass facilities ensure the holiday of your dreams.

Welcome to Belize.
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ULTIMATE - BELIZE

ECO-LUXE LODGE S
In Belize, the luxury eco-lodges owned by Hollywood
director turned hotel guru Francis Ford Coppola make
idyllic places to stay. Blancaneaux Lodge is a 20-room luxury
hideaway in a remote mountain setting southwest of the
capital, Belize City. It’s surrounded by trees and waterfalls
and is a perfect spot for exploring into the jungle and
the world of the Maya. Riverfront Cabanas have outdoor
decks for sundowners overlooking the Privassion Creek.
For even more privacy opt for one of the Luxury Cabanas
tucked away at one end of the property with their own pool.
For a special occasion, hire Coppola’s own villa which has
spectacular views from the elevated open-plan living areas.

Sandwiched between the Caribbean
and lush jungle, sultry heat means
the pace is slow, apart from RubyThroated Hummingbirds that dart
busily about as you eat breakfast.

Move to the coast to stay at Turtle Inn where relaxed
ocean-side living really does not get any more laid back.
Here, the region’s largest barrier reef lies just off shore
and the scuba diving is outstanding. You can even go
“eco-hunting” for lion fish which are destructive to the
reef but, unfortunately for them, also taste delicious. On
land, you can enjoy a morning yoga session on the dock
of the bay, go birdwatching with a guide or just take a
bicycle for a potter around the local area. And of course,
there’s always a hammock by the beach on which to laze.
To really finish your holiday in style consider a few days
on Coral Caye, your own private island, which used
to be a fishing camp but now has been converted to a
rustic-luxe getaway. It’s Robinson Crusoe with bells and
whistles, where doing nothing was never so appealing. Go
swimming or just lie in the sun. Fall asleep to the sound of
the Caribbean waves lapping on the coral sand beach and
wake refreshed to contemplate another day in paradise.

ANCIENT WORLDS

UNTOUCHED WILDLIFE
This small English-speaking country in Central America
is the region’s least densely populated and is a wildlife
lover’s dream. Sandwiched between the Caribbean and
lush jungle, sultry heat means the pace is slow, apart
from Ruby-Throated Hummingbirds that dart busily
about as you eat breakfast. Wildlife spotting is abundant:
there are 150 species of mammals from jaguars to
manatees, as well as 600 species of birdlife including
Scarlet Macaws and the enormous Jabiru Stork.

Our guides will take you to the right spots to make you
feel like you are in the middle of your own nature
documentary. If you’re diving the fabled Blue Hole,
checking out the coral “cayes” (small islands) or snorkelling
with whale sharks, we’ll have the most knowledgeable
experts on-hand, so you can concentrate on the good stuff.

There’s more than just wildlife here, though, and our
passionate local guides will open up Belize’s ancient
history for you. In the jungle you’ll discover secrets, most
notably Mayan ruins that are some of the most glorious in
Central America such as Caracol, Cahal Pech and Lamanai.
Tikal, just over the border in Guatemala is perhaps the
most magnificent site in the area, easily accessible from
Belize. There are five steep pyramids that rise up from
the jungle, surrounded by other archaeological treasures.
The city reached its zenith under the leadership of Great
Jaguar Paw around 380AD. Up to 100,000 people lived
here but by the end of the 10th century AD the area
was abandoned for reasons that are still unclear.

Stay 10 nights from £3,610
per person, B&B, including
flights & transfers.
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M E E T TH E T E A M
AT BAILEY ROBINSON OUR PRIORITIES ARE TO LISTEN AND TO UNDERSTAND WHAT
MATTERS TO YOU SO WE CAN TAILOR AN ITINERARY THAT EXCEEDS YOUR EXPECTATIONS.

Our passionate team has over 180 years
collective experience and an in-depth, firsthand knowledge of the destinations that we
cover. By focusing on the detail and with our
special contacts, you can trust us to create
your perfect holiday.

Bailey Robinson are proud to be part of the RBR Group whose shared aims are to provide you with
the very best, from tailormade holidays on every continent to outstanding field sports experiences.
The RBR Group has evolved over 25 years and each company is united in providing the highest
levels of customer service and delivering excellence in all they do.

SARAH
WOODTHORPE

With unrivalled knowledge of every topclass fishing destination, the Roxtons
team have managed lodges, operated
rivers and opened up new destinations
and have true expertise in the field.
For the discerning gun, Roxtons offer
expert, independent advice and can
provide access to the world’s best
and most exclusive shooting estates.
Whether you are a seasoned master
or looking to get into the sport for the
first time you will be well looked after.

www.roxtons.com
t: +44 (0)1488 689 701
e: info@roxtons.com

Six time Olympic coach, Ian is widely
regarded as one of the world’s top
shots and his purpose built clay ground
is among the finest clay shooting
establishments in the UK. Set in the
Gloucestershire countryside, it is
ideal for individual practice or expert
and friendly tuition and the variety
of shooting offered is perfect for
beginners, aspiring Olympians or
a corporate day out.
The ground is also home to The Ian
Coley Gun Room, which houses one
of the largest selections of quality new
and second-hand guns in the UK.

www.iancoley.co.uk
t: +44 (0)1242 870 391
e: info@iancoley.co.uk

PERSONAL TRAVEL
DESIGNER

Real Holidays have been creating a
diverse range of holiday experiences
since 1989. From independent fly-drives
and active family holidays to relaxing
beach breaks and guided cultural
explorations - each holiday is brought
to life by the small team of Islingtonbased travel experts.
Using their first-hand destination
experience and knowledge,
Real Holidays provide authentic
experiences and inspiring travel
ideas to Europe and beyond. Priding
themselves on honesty and integrity,
their success is based on long-standing
relationships with customers and
local contacts.

www.realholidays.co.uk
t: +44 (0)20 7359 3938
e: info@realholidays.co.uk

CLARE MORRIS
PERSONAL CONCIERGE

wilddogdesign.co.uk

Since 1976 Roxtons has built a
reputation for arranging the finest
fishing and shooting holidays.

RORY PILKINGTON

SARAH PARKER

RICHARD LAKER

MANAGING DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR OF SALES

PERSONAL
TRAVEL DESIGNER

STEPHANIE CARTHY

RACHEL BUCKSEY

BEN OXLEY-BROWN

PERSONAL
TRAVEL DESIGNER

PERSONAL
TRAVEL DESIGNER

PERSONAL
TRAVEL DESIGNER

SOPHY EVANS
PERSONAL CONCIERGE

CAROLINE COETZEE
PRODUCT MANAGER

VICTORIA SCOTT
PRODUCT MANAGER

AMY GERRARD

MATT FISHER

PRODUCT MANAGER

PRODUCT MANAGER
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